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children between 9 and 11 years old in 4'h course of
primary school.
Intelligent Tutoring System usually identifies the
cognitive structures of its learners to classify them as
acceptable. erroneous or missing. and to detennine the
proper action for instruction. However. with just those
structures the system can not typify the student's
learning style which could be useful to customize the
tuition according with his talents and preferences. In
this paper we propose a tutoring system that builds a
student model for discovering and classifying cogniti\e
styles based in an e,·olutionary approach. The modd
has been applied in basic arithmetic teachi ng for
primary school learners.

:\ext section explains ITS basics. section 3 talk about
cognitive styles, section 4 gives a detailed explanation
of the e\·olutionary student modeling approach.
experimental results are presented in section 5. and
finally we outline some conclusions.

2. Tutoring Systems
The ITS main components are [I]:
• Tl/{orial module: this module contains f-undamental
strategies to teach lessons contents. Additionally.
provides didactics to teach each topic according to
curriculum.

Key \Yords: Intelligent tutoring systems. student
modeling.

• Exp<!rt module: represents the teacher's domain
knowledge. This module provides information about
different mechanisms for helping the student. for
example showing either the right solution or the error
C.\planaiioo. or showing :.:: cm:ntcrcx.: unpk for
disproving of the current solution.

1. Introduction
Traditional education in the classrooms ha\e some
kind of collecti,·e fashion. that is. a teacher must instruct
a large group of students gi,·ing general explanations
without considering indi,·idual needs nor expectations.
Funhermore. the lack of time for lesson customization
and the conflicts between teacher and student's srvles of
learning tum out less effective the education proc~ss.

• Swdent module: this module represents the teacher
information about studem knowledge state and his
typical method of working (student learner-type or his
preferences). This information provides the
fundamentals for decisions the rutorial rriodule has to
make during the learning and teaching process.

Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) have appeared as
an attempt to solve this problem. They imitate the
teacher behavior detecting specific obstacles for each
student and presenting suitable infonnation to help him.
For this intent. the svstem must model the student
cognitive structures. either if thev are riizht or erroneous,
finding not only the wha: (what ha,·e to-be adjusted! but
the how (how to present the contents for the learning to
be acceptable).

2.1. Tutoring module
In our experiments we have designed an ITS for
basic mathematics. that is arithmetic operations such as
addition, subtraction, and multiplication. We have
developed a tutorial module based on an outer space
story that guides the child over a set of worlds in which
he must try out different adventures for resolving
arithmetic problems as he was the hero. The tutorial
includes several hypermedia pages with animations and
interactive questions for the srudent.

In this paper we present an evolution:iry approach for
student modeling th:H adapts to the student cogniti\·e
style developing a representation of the srudent' s
learning behavior (t:ilents and preferences such as
conceptualization and application level. short memory
Performance, favorite didactic material). \\'e have
tested the model taking as reference a pilot group of
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bug is searched in the tree through the boughs: if it IS ,
found. the bu!! is insmed in one leaf of the tree.
!l t

2.2. Expert module
For this module we used a production rule based
expen system in which rules represents knowledge
about student beha\·ior (2]. First we represen1~d

knowledge about arithmetic problem sol\·ing in a set of
Generalized And Or Graph as it helped us to
detmninme the ob_iecti\ es and conclusions of a task.
After that. \\e represemed the knowledge in production
rules.

Traditional ?tudent models just represent Sl\lde
specific mental process used to resoh e a detennin ~
task. Our research is focused in modelin"g the cognitie
s1yle for e\ery student. so the indi\ idualization will~
more ad:ip11ve to his needs. Our appro:ich will be
detailed described in sectio n~ .

3. Cognith·e an d learning styles
\\'hen the student comes up with a wrong answer. the
tt.toring s~ stem attempts IO simulate the s1Udent's
beh:1\ ior to see hO\\ he could gone wrong and therefore
offeri ng ad\·ice. which is to some extent the result of a
reasoning process simiklr to that of the studem [.3).
For dealing with uncertainty we use an intuiti\'e
mechanism. the tri:mgubr rules method ~-i]. This
methoJ 3Ssigns a .:ertainty factor to e:ich con:igur::tion
(set of rules that represent a possible answer) and l:uer
:ipplies inference mies to resoh·e the uncen:iinty.

2.3. Student module
This module has :i di:ignostic component for
discovering the smdent model.
For extr:icting
information we folio\\ two methods: 1110J2! tra~·i11g
( fo'.lowir1g of the obser:able behJ\ i.:ir1 and
l"e'.'OllS//'lk' liOll ( reqt:ires the inferen.:e Of non-0b~ervable
:ictionsl [3J.

A learning style is comprised of cognitive. affecti\c
and phvsiolo11ic::i!
features that determine how tht
•
le:imer percei\·es. acts. and responds to the learning
en\' i~onment.
I: includes t~e .cognitive style that
represents the typ1.::al way of thinking. remembering and
resoh ing problems of a person (7].

Based on r~se:!r-:h work of \\'itkin (8) and Kolb {9]
we ha\ e defined a 3-dimentionat sp3ce to locating eight
cogniti\·e siyles for arithmetic undersrnnding (fig. 2).
Kolb proposed a theory of experiment:il learning that
in\·olves four principal stages: concrete experiences
(CE).
reflecti\ e
observation
(RO).
abstr:ici
conceptualization tAC). and active experimentation
(:\El. He suggested four types of learners (divergen~
assimilator. com·ergent. and accommod:11or) depending
upon their position on these two dimensions. S1mtlarly,
\\'itkin proposed two styles for learning: analylic and
holis11c {I OJ.

In om ITS. the student model consists o:· a set of
production rules that reflects his domain knowledge.
The rnks could t>e c~)a~se-gr:lined or fine-grJined. \\'hen
student's actions are r.1:.Hched \\ ith a set o:· rules, it
reflects a model tracing approach. In the model tr:icing
mode. the system allo•xs the rutor to solve the exercise.
step-by-step. along with the student.
I iK ::.n:Jent 1.1uJd . 1:-:11i1e1..1 ..1. 110:. t.~.:u i:. ,_,,ikJ t:1.:
P.:rrurba:f:m or Bugg: St11dt?111 .\lode/ [15] which is
de picted in figure I . This model seeks oi.:t for: ( i \
knowledge possessed by the student th3t is not present
in the expert knO\\ ledge: and (i1J incorrect inform:ition
(misconceptions).
TI:e
studcr.t

,-

er ____.,.___\ -
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~------~
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Hence we h:i\·e the following cognitive styles:

• .--kcon:odaror Swd2m (AS): he needs to know w!J.ll
thinus are made for. he have an intuitive style ~
resoi\·e probler.1s. and primarily he wants to adapt bJS
le:iming to si1!.:ations of his own Life.

Figurz l. The bugi;y siul!cnt n:oc~l

'deS

The buggy stude:l! node! extends the knowledge of
the expert system by r.ieans of a bug library. We use a
gener:itive bug libra:-y that implements a le:iming tree.
E::..:h time the student follows a wrong proceJure. the

• Co11wrge111 S111dmr (CSJ: his better resource resi

to

in the pr:ictical :ipplic:ition of his ide:is. he ha.5 bf
know how the things work and learns theo!)'
contr:isting with sensation experimentation.

1s: ifit
·ee.
ent SllJ
deterrnr
1e cogn1
tion wil
1ch will

Di1·erge11t Smde111 (DS): he perceives information
through a concrete testing. he tends to be very
imaginative and emotive: he learns listening to ideas
and sharing them with others.

main conponents: an auction (in which each classifier
bets for sending a message) and a clearinghouse (in
which the house pays to those good acting classifiers).

, .4ssimilator Srudem <SS): he wants 10 know what
experts think about. he percei\'eS abstract information
3 nJ process it in a reflexi' e way: he shows interest in
abstract concepts.

classifiers that adapts better to the environment. using

The genetic algorithm works searching for new
an e\ olutionary algorithm that follows genetic operator~
tseiectior.. crosso\'er. mutation) over a number oi
epochs. The fi tness measure for each classifier is
related with the gains or strength it can obtain owr its
life.

, -~ ,u~1·ric Sr11de111 (A~S ): he is an unbiased and :i 'ery

retk.xive s tudent. he is inclined to de,·eluping of right
sL'lution strategies: he likes visual material.

e. affeC'

-

Classifier System

~

how
1e Ie::ir.style
1bering

1d Kolb
:ating ei
(fig. 2).

for rn:dcni cus1omization. the tutoring module of our
ITS h:is different sets of hypermedia material arranged
:i.:cordingly wi1h the styles showed before.

~arning

.t.
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:ialyti\'.'
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• Hvlistic Swdem (HS): he is a very impulsi\'e learner
,, ho has a good short memory perfo1mance: he likes
t~1 participate in groups of people and show
prderences for acoustic maierial.

An eYolutionary
student modeling

approach
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We h:! \ e designed an LCS in the student module of
our ITS for identification of the student cognitive style.
Depending on it the system -will be able to design a
p~dadogi..:al st1a1.:gy for c::a..:h individual and will repon
a studer.t diagnosis to the teacher with respect to a
speciti.: t:isk: thus the customization le,·el of teaching is
more adapti,·e.

The LCS captures some features of the student
cognitive style through a diagnosis evaluation using the
detectors. This detection is based on the following
aspec1s:

the classifiers corresponds to the sensors of the system.
Sinibrly. the c:nessage> portion is the actuator that
can activate internal or external actions.

d ! : Exer.;ising fe,·el: the percentage of finalized
exer;;ises the student made in each session.
d2: Rr!a! circ11ms1a11ces: obtained results when the
S!'..:d;!:;t resolve problems situated in a real life
contex:.
d3: Help ernploymem: the percentage of help topics
dem:i:;d \'ersus tot:il available.
d-1: Procedure fo!loll'ing: specify if the student has
followed the properly strategy to solve an
arithmetic problem.
d'· l'isi;ing lc\·el: the percentage of hypertext nodes
the srudent visits additionally to the tutoring
classes.

The credit distribu1ion svstem is intended to
distribt.:te the reward received ·bv the svstem from the
environment because its actio~s. Si~ce the whole
system has a pool of classifiers for at1ending to different
Stimuli. there must be an apportionment of credit system
to distribute the total svstem earnincs bet\\'een all
classifiers. It is an al2orithrn that simul;tes an economv
"'here the pri\'ilege t; trade information is bought and
Sold by classifiers. This service economy contains two
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where ccondi ~i o:'l> and <message> are strings of
a tem;iry alphabet !O. l. ;::: whit ·=· is a wildcard th:i.:
r.-i:i:.:hes with a 0 or 1. The ccondi t ion> portion o!

·ce res.
he h:i!I
theory

. . . ..-~----C -

'~_Ac.___ Effeacrs

l'sing a reinforcement machine le:iming technique
l-.no1\n as Classifier Systems which is based on :.i
Genetic Algorithm (GA) [ 12). we proposed an approach
for :.iJ:iptive student modeling. :-\ext we describe brietl;the classifier system. and then we expbin ho\\' it h:is
been designed and applied.

<class ifier>: : = cco:'ldi tion >:cme ssage>

·e stylt
) ad:ipt

·- - -'- · -a.,,;w,

IAtOli.,

Classilers

I

The rule and messag<" system is a speci:il kind of
production rule sys1em with the follow ing rule synta.x:

WJO\\' \\

Enwonr:i ert

I

Cbssifier systems were proposed by Holland [ 11 ) as
an e\·olutionary technique for machine learning. Their
architecture is showed in figure 3. They ha\'e three
subs~stems: rul<" and message sys1em. credit distribution
system and genetic al1writhm.

!es:

--

MH-NW.."9

-

-t.l. Learning Classifier Systems (LCS)

1er siyles

--9.,....,.

Oetea~

I

I

I

d6: Tools used: stores the number of tools the
student has used.
d7: Co11cep111ali:atio11 lei·el: the percentage of
conceptual questions right-answered.
dS: 1\'a1·igatio11 style: specify the student preference
for supervised or self-organized contents
instruction.
d9: Short memory pe1jor111a11ce: captures the
persistence or\\ eak.ness of volatile memoiy.
d I O:ll1fcrT°cre11ce lend: indicates if the studen!
corr~cth· identifies forms in the presence of
distract;n2 elements. using and embedded figure
test.
d 11 :Consistem i11/on11mio11: specify if the stud:::nt
can detect no~-coherent or spurious information
in a problem statement.
..
d 12: .\fec/:,mical errors: the number of memorizing
errors that the student has (for example. while
using multiplying tables).
_
.
d 13 :Rejlexh·eness 1·s 1111p11lsiw11ess: the period ot
time the student takes to answer both correct
questions (like '"8*3=2-l?"") and \Hong questions
7-S= 16'7"). Those who takes less than 1.3
seconds has an impulsive thinking process
while those who takes from 1.3 to 3 seconds are
more reflexive [S].

-

TJbk .:! :O. kssag~ coding scheme for a classifier

C0<1nitive style
con·:e=gen:: anal·:t.ic st.ude:it.
con·1er;ent holisc:!.c stuCe:it
divergent holis::i= scude::::
ac::o:r.moda~or a:la:ytic s : ude:'l:

011
100 ~

!!:

4.3. Classifier strength in the ITS
Holland proposed the bucket brigade algorithm as the
apponionment of credit method in the LCS. The rnaiQ
idea is that each classifier maintains a _gain quantity
(strength) that evaluates its performance m comparison
with the rest of classifier population. The strength is
computed as showed in (I).

where:

00

(

strength in time c•l.
currentl: classifier strength.
= (C:,!Tsic:<a::iol s (:. ' +N: the bet amount
bet rate. a value between 0 and 1:
classifier soecificitv le\·eL The
\\ ildcards ihe cl~ssifier has
<Condition>. the more general it is.

S ( t+l)

s (t

)

E, S ( t )

The 13 features defined above must be codified in
the <c c ::~:. tio :-. > ponion of the chssifier; the~ are
the S\'Ster.i detecwrs. Each detector has the length
(numher oi genes) showed in tabk l. Hence the total
length o:",:lassifier's <Condi:.io:'l> is -ll bits.

Si:!Ra:i~

,...

normally Gaussian noise.
tax rate for those classifiers who never take
part of an auction. A value among 0 and I.
reinforcement signal given by the
environment because the system action.
a t3.X for those classifiers who always bet
but never win.

T1bk t ConJ:ti.:-n coding ;~heme ior 3 cl3ss1iicr

Detector

Bits

c:

4

c:
c ::
C.t

".;

c:
=~

l

' Description

R i ;; i

=odes a oe =ce::::age f=oc:i l
:o lC ( b~;a=v OCOO t.o l ·J lO

~

c:~des c:-.e :n.::r.b-e ::- of
t:'e z. ur:;::; _!:?rr., ::!:-.:..:

.;

a per::en:.aqe

.;

codes

\\'e implement the bucket brigade
the parameters showed in table 3.

o: ::cols
The scude ~t U? to 15
(bi:-.ary
avai lable

t=-:~

~sed.
:~els
·:~o·J

e-...---

t~

num.ber-

Table 3. LCS parameters used in the ITS

i111 '

4

l

i~

is a

Variable

Boo le a~ val~e

.;

c.::

.;

a

Boole.a.~

v al r.;.e

l :-...·~ Bcclea:-. -.;a: ues

To::al

BidRa::.io

0-82

s::rengt!':
For each

s

50 i)

..

1000

-~ · -

Si1:1!::irl\'. each classifier indicates an action to
perior:;i in ·its <::tes sa3e > ponion. For the ITS we are
interes:e.:! in knowing the student cognitive style. Thus
the message portio; can be a 3-lenght bit string as
shO\\ ed m table 2.

:-ax: .:
e

10.0H
J. oc:
20

~~

I lOl
I S'.H

r:

I ::JO\

F.o

the
ma::chi:lg

gene

adds 2 ooin:.s co BidRacio
::i:t:al s::r~:lg::h f:::= all
classi: ie:::-s
Pooulation size

I

A:cord~~;ly

~~t~

classi ~ie:::-

;- . .o=.:=i.--· .
l -··-:
~--~
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o:

10\

a Eoolea:: vo.l·.!e

c:: :
: ::

Value
0.1

li :e:.:.~e

--- -

i -.:i.-a .. 10:-.s

exec~::io::

can be seen how this number decreases \Vith the number
of times the students interact with the ITS.

JOO
:D

·~
::I'/.

~

~

~

0

F:gur.: 4. LCS rcinforc.:m.:n1 bas.:d on srud.:r.t ;coring

-'A· LCS reinforcement mechanism
The reinforcement received by the LCS from
envirorunent is related with the academic scoring of the
student in different time intervals. The expected
behJ\'iOr is that of the student growing its rating as he
interacts with the ITS which is each time more
customized. If this happened we can conclude the LCS
is making a good classification (it must receiv~ a
positin• reinforcement). and thus th~ ITS are pr~s~ntmg
material according to student's leammg sryle fac1htatmg
his learning process. If not. the LCS is wrong (it must
recei \ e a neg:ui\'e reinforcement). and the ITS must
correct its strategy.
The·efore \\ e designed our remforcement measure as
:i functio:i depending -on the slope of a str:iight line drew
t-etweer. the last e\'aluation point and the currem student
e\alua:ion tsee fig. 4). The reinforcement signal in time
~is gi\en by (~I:

0

where r.: : : ( t) ) is the slope of the scoring function at
time t. Ii this slope is neg:lli\e. it means that the learner
ming is going dO\\TI. so the classifiers are doing a bad
identifi,:i7ion ~f hi<> CC'l<'Tliti\'e !'!":le; her:ce. they r.i~:st b::
penalized with a negati\'e gain .. In the other hand if the
slope is t:1osi ti\'e, the students' rating is rising. so the
classifier~ are doing a good job adapting didactic
contents and their strengths must be rewarded with
positive '!ains. Finallv. if the slope is zero (the scoring
remains ;onstant) the system receives just a little reward
to encot:rage better adaptation.

5. Experimental results
In order to find out LCS performance into the
di:ignos:i.:: component of the ITS student module. first
""e test it in a pilot group with 20 students. Figure 5
s~ows U:e rest.:ltS. The curve is the average of the
nt:mber of times for LCS acti\ation (which comprise
se:isin1:1 data and action triggering). A learning period
consists o: an experimental session with 8 students for
ea:h co~ iti\'e st\·le until it is correctly identified. For
g:atherin~ data. ~ach student presents a quiz with :rn
scenario~ that represents 13 learning features. So in
Order to obtain a perfect classification, the LCS requires
20 activations (each one matching a single question). It

10

15

20

Number of learning periods

Figure 5. Performance measure of chc LCS

The next step was to apply the trained LCS to the
whole group ( 178 individuals). The aim of this stage
was to gi\'ing the LCS with more diverse reinforcement
signals so it can enhance the acquired knowledgt;. After
{\\-0 weeks of interactions with students. \\'e measure the
strength distribution across classifiers pool. We found
the r;sults showed in figure 6.
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Figur~ 6. Srrength discri bution after 15.000 iter:irions ( 2 weeks)

It can be seen how the bigger amount of classifiers
(375) has the highest gains (16,000). These are the

classifiers who best identify the cognitive style of the
student. Besides. the most used classifiers (those with
strength between 7.500 and 16.000) represent almost
50% -of tot:il population. Also the worst classifiers
represem only a small fraction (1.5%) of the population;
this is due to the GA action that encourages good
classifiers and punish up bad ones.
Then we decoded some of ihe best cbssifiers to find
out the le\ el of knowledge they achie\'ed for the eight
cogniti,·e styles we ha\'e determined. Results are shown
in table 4. A classifier representing. for example. a
Con\'t:rgent ana~nic swdent, will show the following
information: exercising level between 70% and 100%;
help employment of 30-60%; conceptualization level

rating of 70-100°~. demonstrates h'
preferenc~ for le;ming by experimentation. Also, ~s

over 70%; good short memory perfonnance: and
mechanical errors level of 20-5~0. This means that the
knowledge diSCO\ ered by classi fiers matches the
learner's cogniti\'e styles described in section 3. In the
same example. the convergent analytic learner's

exercising

has a mechanical error ratinl! of 20-50%. showino lhac
he is 'ery re.flexi\'e. Othe~ sty~ classifiers b~hav:
l ik~\\'iSc!.

Table 4. A·1erage cognitive feature s ranges discovered by LCS for each ccgnitfve sty!e

~
.

e

d1
d2

Assimilator
Ana lytic

Assimifator
Holistic

Acco mod at
Analytic

Acommodat . Convergent
Holistic
Analytic

0-30~·,

0-30%
SR. SA

70-100%
SR so~.

70-1 C0°:
SR SO~ o

20- 30%
EE: 0-2
30 - 60%
10-15
0- 30~.
IP
R
DI
70- 100%
20 - 30%
EC: +1 s.
EE: +1 s.

20 - 50°0
EE· 4-5
30 - EO°o
10-1 5°:
O -30=o
IS
NR
NO
0 - 45°:
O - 2C0 ,
EC: +1 s.
EE: +1 s

SR, SA so~.

7 0-100~.

SR. SA SO~'>

Converge-nt
Holistic

Divergent
Analytic

30-70%
70-100%
SR. SA 70% SR60%

Divergent
Holistic
30-70%
SR60%

so~~

d3
d4
d5
d6
d7
d8
d9
d10
d 11
d:2
d13

- so•;,
EE: 0-3
60°o - 1 00·~
1- 5
S0-100%
IP
R
DI
60-90%
30 - 5'.l~.
EC: •1 s.
EE: - 1 s.
40~.

6C- 100%
EE. 3- 6
60%-100%
1-5
S0-100%
IS

r-:-.....
NJ

30-60%
0 - 20%
EC: -1 s.
EE: :::1 s.

30 -60%
EE: 0 - 1
70 - 100%
5 - 12
70-90%
IP
R
DI
60-80%
20-50~.

EC: -1 s.
EE· =:1 s.

40-60%
EE. 2
70-90%
5 - 10
70-90%
IS

40- 60%
EE:C- 2
30-60%
1-7
50-SO%
IP

NR

R

NO
60-90%
20- 30%
EC: +1 s.
EE: -1 s.

DI
50- 90~.
20-40%
EC: -1 s.
EE: :::1 s.

40-60%
EE: 4-6
30-60%
1- 7
50-SO%
IS
NR
I
ND
20 - 6010
0 - 30%
EC: +1 s.
EE: +1 s.

Con' enuons:
SR=R~al s[tuation. S ..\=Abm.i.:t siruation: EE=Error p.:r e~.:rcis.:: IP=Cc;t.:imizcd instruction: IS•S:-iucr.ttal inmuc1ion: R=good short
mcmci:. :'\R;bJJ sh.:-r: merr.ci:·: Dl;Jcteccs ir.:on;is1:nci:s: ~D;no d~t::::; 1r.c.:-nsist:r.~::s: EC;.:orr~t sd1cmcs: EE=\\·rong schemes.

6. Conclusions
8. References
The integration ol ps~chological theories and Al
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In our future work we expect to continue ,,·orking in
the field of studem modeling using Al techniques like
LCS: ''e are inter~s:ed in using other appro:iches for
adjusting the model to more appropriate valL.es: for
example. some \'ariables like concepw.:!bl!fon /e\·e!
could be e,·a!u:itec i:i a real scale. not in a crisp one
(bin::iry. yes or no). Hence. perhaps a Fuzzy Cbssitier
Sys:e~s cod:! impru' e the aeaptability perforr.i::,1.:e of
the s~ stet:\.
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